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 Swami comes down to the Mandir early in the morning, 3 a.m. 
 
Swami:  Good. Put down your music, come close guys. Some subject 
is here guys… whatever it is - leave it. We'll talk little bit about the 
earthquakes first. We triggered here this Dwarkamai, the Mother, 
then whatever I did the processes, whatever I done it, leave it. I 
figured out the pattern.  
Okay, in Dwarkamai, inside on the wall… I hope you know it? You 
know it? (referring to the wall of Dwarkamai in Shirdi where Baba has been 
seen appearing). Hello? Try to look at it. He appeared in front of 
thousands of people. He gave up then again he putted here, this 
Dwarkamai.  From there he jumped there, this Dwarkamai.  
Millions of people is under panic… I'm changing the subject. Is it 
necessary for me to celebrate my birthday, hum? No, that's not fair. 
Excuse me, how many hits and earthquakes keep running, running, 
running, running? Is it fair?  
 
Martin: No.  
 
Swami: How many people died, do you know that? No way. Keep 
telling, "Okay America, America, San Francisco, Laytonville, New 
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Zealand, Russian, Japan, this, this, this, this, Tripura, and finally he 
appeared there. He jumped (here). Even my Bangalore house I'm 
there. I didn't even talk to my father, my sisters, whoever… I talked 
to one powerful person whatever my angle how to take care.   
This much thousands of people is crying… you're not satisfying the 
Boss. I don't know how you can satisfy it. Then we'll trigger it…the 
homa is running, certain things is burning, whatever it is. How, how, 
how, how, how? Need to take care the tears? Big Boss Jesus, 
maximum he's trying his best. He also gave up, put it that way. Of 
course the Steve, whatever it is, and few people, and Constanza I 
sended one final trigger, "Go, they're in the sky.”  
You very carefully your consciousness - you're not working guys. 
No, I disagree. You have to work. Somewhere it's there. I keep 
checking. I checked the Laden, Saddam Hussain, the idiots, the… and 
the numerology, Sri Chakra. Where is it? Where exactly She is? 
Which angle She's using it?  
The point is, forget about your personal lives whatever it is. Think 
your consciousness. Steve knows it, Thomas knows it, Klaus knows it 
- non-stop we're working. What is the pattern? Poland, Italy, Russia, 
Tripura India, maximum best I tried it. Now finally I'm giving the 
homework to you guys to help the globe. Can somebody check if the 
Mother's eyes is open?  (Eric goes to check) 
Uye,  Morther... Kala Chakra hun-un, all out, hit it, all the words hit 
it…golden teeth that, shut-up. We'll see. Anybody have a laptop? 
(Gustav brings his laptop) Sit there, open it about the earthquakes, 
when is the recent, five minutes back hit it?  
 
Eric:  So her eyes are the same as when we saw it last. Her eyes are 
open and you can see the pupil, the circle part in the stone. I think it's 
the same it was since the program.  
 
Swami:  Any white mark is there? 
 
Eric:  Not in the eyes. 
 
Swami:  You sure? 
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Eric:  Yes Swami. 
 
Swami:  Go and check it again. 
 
Eric:  Don't show any white but the hands look very slippery, so 
maybe some liquid is coming. Not sure. I don't see any drops. 
 
Swami:  Hello?  
 
Sabeena:  Two days ago we started thinking She's bleeding again. 
(liquid) Her left hand there was a drop, we weren't sure it was a light 
or drop. 
 
Swami:  Wait Eric. 
 
Eric:  I was saying Her hands looked a little slippery but maybe 
Sabeena can tell if that's normal or not. The eyes look the same. 
 
Swami:  They're open? 
 
Eric:  They're open. 
 
Swami:  Okay, take the picture from before, the eyes was closed or 
open? It is there (in the picture). Monika, in my living room 
somebody put Her picture. Get it that.  
 
Gustav: Twenty minutes ago, near New Zealand. 
 
Swami:  She used a 3.2 or what?  
 
Gustav: It doesn't show. Let me see one second.  
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Swami:  It's marble. In the computer it should be in the Mother 
picture before.  
 
Gustav:  So, fifty minutes ago near East coast of Honshu, Japan - 5.4. 
And thirty-seven minutes ago - 5.4 near New Zealand. And before 
that, forty-five minutes ago near Turkey, and one hour ago in Greece 
it was 2.2.  One hour, twenty-eight minutes ago in W. Turkey 3.2.  
One hour, forty minutes ago 4.3 in Tajikistan (near Russia). Then 
Japan region two hours ago 4.7.  Two hours, twenty-two minutes - 3.4 
in S. Greece.  3.5 hours 3.2 near Russia. Five hours ago N. Italy - 2.0. 
Five hours, fifteen minutes ago W. Turkey - 3.1, before that 5.5 hours 
ago in Indonesia - 4.7. Mediteranean Sea, six hours ago - 3.2.  6.5 
hours ago Greece also.  6.5 hours ago - 3.9 Siberia Russia. Seven hours 
ago Japan, W. Honshu. Seven hours seventeen minutes S. Greece. 
Eight hours ago Russia - 3.9.  8.5 hours ago E. Turkey. 
 
Swami: (Eric shows Swami the picture)  Now, open now.  
 
Eric:  Yes that's true.  
 
Swami:  Go and check. Take a camera.  
 
Gustav:  Nine hours ago Siberia Russia; also nine hours ago E. 
Turkey - 2.6, then two times in Greece on Islands. 9.5 hours ago - 2.6 
and 2.7.  
 
Swami:  In six, seven hours, oooo! Now go and look at the Mother's 
mouth. Take a picture.  
(Swami talking to others)  Please don't misunderstand, three minutes.  
four minutes cooperate to me, quiet. I need the world map exact 
there. (on big screen).  
 
Chinello: (from Dwarkamai) Swami we're taking pictures of the 
whole face and also the mouth in particular, looks like She's smiling. 
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Swami:  She open the mouth? (Swami trying to communicate to Chinello 
but his mic cannot be heard in the dwarlamai) 
 
Chinello: She looks happy Swami. It looks slightly open.  
 
Swami:  Chinello, She's open or not? 
 
Chinello:  So Her mouth is very slightly open Swami. Overall it looks 
like She's smiling.  
 
Swami:  Okay come back. 
 
Chinello:  Yeah, it looks a little like Her lips are thicker, fuller and 
slightly smiling. Her mouth isn't open any more than before, or 
maybe about 1/8th of inch open and her lips look thicker and fuller. 
She definitely looks like She's smiling. 
 
Swami:  Any liquid coming from Her mouth, please? 
 
Chinello:  Her eyes do look to be open. Can't see any liquid at the 
present time. No liquid right now.  
 
Swami:  Okay, you can come back. 
 
Chinello:  No more changes at present, everything still the same. Her 
lips are still thicker and fuller about 1/8th inch open. 
 
Swami:  Nadira selected a very interesting person, you know… 
 
(Swami starts typing on Gustav's computer, striking the keys super 
hard and fast) Who's computer this is?  
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Students:  Gustav's. 
 
(Swami starts typing again very wildly non-stop) 
 
Swami:  Now let it come the subject, I got the pattern… me, and 
Klaus, Constanze, Birte, Thomas, we're sitting on the dining table. 
From there I no need a copper sheet Kala Chakra. Each second I 
made Her to open eyes. First right eye open, next left eye is open. 
From there using it. I don't know the computer then the computer 
is… (laughing)... Klaus, "I cannot work with computer, what? Birte 
what has happened with my computer?" Simone, she gave in the car 
her cellphone, I-phone…just I have my own software. All his mails is 
transferred somewhere…first one part I did it, A to Z photos, A to Z 
whatever language. (Swami laughing at Gustav) You want me to 
show that? I don't know the computer, leave it that way. 
  
Gustav: Mostly music on my computer. 
 
Swami:  Mostly? Music...um-hummmmmm (more laughing). We'll 
show that music. (laughing) Saturn music only you can see it, Saturn 
music hun-un. But I always like the old phones. Whenever I need to 
use, you can call the Thomas… Brett is thinking, “I'm the expert on 
the computer!”  Okay right. Do you have your computer Monika? 
 
Monika T:  No Swami, I don't. (laughing) 
 
Swami:  How is the before Mother statue and opened the eyes, ah-
hun, open, golden teeth… somebody took the picture. You have the 
picture of golden teeth?  
 
Rama: Yes.  
 
Swami: Is it possible I can install (gold teeth) without even breaking 
that stone? Checking my student's capacity in and around. What you 
know about the software? Soft. Where. But it is a soft, but where? 
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Hun-un. Hun-un. It's a biggest addiction, the laptops. I hate it. Once 
you got addiction to that, that one part, leave it. Now you can make it 
convince the Boss. I don't know you're going to convince it. What 
room number you are Monika?  
 
Monika: 32.  
 
Swami: Okay, right. I want to give a shake hand to you. (Monika 
walks up and shakes Swami's hand) Full blow like that, got it, go… I 
showed you one time my fingers smell, huh? How it looks it?  
 
Monika T:  Smelled, was very fragrant.  
 
Swami: It means already click, whatever electronic items you 
touched it anywhere… Nitrogen have the triple bonds in the DNA or 
RNA. I created it, one software, whatever that in a nitrogen… 
software is different, in the nitrogen triple bonds. I created four 
bonds, four bonds (clicks fingers).  Now you convince the Boss. 
Pretty good I convinced Mother, now you need to convince Big Boss. 
I don't know how you do it guys…use your consciousness.  
Can you put the Mother picture beginning, now latest picture? (On 
the screen) Closing eyes, opening eyes. Somebody took the video I 
think. Is it possible? I know your pain, Ina. Mickey Mouse I putted 
nicknames, she have a different pain. You have different pain. Don't 
trust the clock, put it that way, use your maximum consciousness.  
Final simple tip I'll give to you. What bird is, what time is shouting? 
What animal, what time is shouting…that animal name, the bird 
names, take it, enough.  
 
(They show the picture on big screen of Mother that was just taken in 
Dwarkamai)  
 
Swami:   Put the golden teeths. See the right eye that white mark, 
huh? 
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Martin:  No. 
 
Swami:  In the middle of Her eye, you seeing it? 
 
Martin:  Right mark on the right eye?  
 
Chinello:  I didn't see it. Looks like the pupil in the eye, white mark.  
 
Swami:  Is it possible to put the golden teeth? 
 
Nina:  Rama has to go to photo room to get that photo. You can see 
Her better here on the computer.  
 
Eric:  Here's the picture.  
 
Swami:  Eyes is closed huh? 
 
Eric:  No, this one's open. You can see the circles in Her eye there. 
 
Swami:  This one open huh? 
 
Eric:  Can only see the circles, you can see it. (shows on the screen) it's 
wide open and a big smile. Huge smile. (Mother's face has big smile). It 
looked like She was smiling more the more we were stared at Her. 
Her mouth got bigger, came up higher (smile)…made Her happy.  
 
Swami:  Okay. Use the bird sounds. Take the time zone and animal 
shouting, that animal what time zone?  What animal it is? Exact count 
it, go the numerology. Find out how many teeth She opened it. Find 
out when we put the Alahala downstairs, the exact date and time. 
and when She entered inside Dwarkamai, found out that. Then we'll 
come to one conclusion the pattern. In a six hours how many strokes?  
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Now you check right now. Just in a ten minutes (checking 
earthquakes) 
 
Gusav:  Thirty-five minutes ago - hit in Italy. 
 
Swami: What is the Richter scale? 
 
Gusav:  2.6 
 
Swami:  2.6 - 6+2 = 8.  In India, the earthquake came eight. My 
birthday is eight. Now you can figure out. Tripura I checked the 
numerology eight, in India near Calcutta, nearby where is the Mother 
Divine, She's using more eights. You can check when we installed, 
that is also eight. Alahala is eight (installed), New Zealand time is a 
eight, Russia time is a eight, Japan time is a eight. You understand I 
hope? Take care. In China hitted - eight, their favorite number so 
using the eight… eight so far, this many strokes I calculated it. That's 
also eight. Done. So you can figure out… homework… I don't know 
the laptop, put it that way.  
 

End of Talk 


